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Abstract—The organizations of European and Czech critical infrastructure have specific position, mission, characteristics and behaviour in European Union and Czech state/business environments, regarding specific requirements for regional and global security environments. They must respect policy of national security and global rules, requirements and standards in all their inherent and outer processes of supply - customer chains and networks. A controlling is generalized capability to have control over situational policy. This paper aims and purposes are to introduce the controlling as quite new necessary process attribute providing for critical infrastructure the capability and profit to achieve its commitment regarding to the effectiveness of the quality management system in meeting customer/ user requirements and also the continual improvement of critical infrastructure organization’s processes overall performance and efficiency, as well as its societal security via continual planning improvement via DYVELOP modelling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE terminology, methodology and implementation of a DYVELOP® method [5], [6] are used for the modelling and evaluation of controlling processes in Small and Middle Enterprises (SMEs) [2]. They are surprisingly consonant to younger ISO 9001:2000. Above key words follow from their common sense: The organization promotes the adoption of a process approach when developing, implementing and improving the effectiveness of a quality management system, to enhance customer satisfaction by meeting customer requirements. For an organization to function effectively, it has to identify and manage numerous linked activities [3], [8]. An activity using resources, and managed in order to enable the transformation of inputs into outputs, can be considered as a process. Often the output from one process directly forms the input to the next. The application of a system of processes within an organization, together with the identification and interactions of these processes, and their management, can be referred to as the "process approach". Its advantage is the ongoing control that it provides over the relationships among the individual processes within the system of processes (PrS, see Figs. 3-5), as well as over their combinations and sophisticated interactions in the CASEs (see Figs. 5-8). When used within a quality management system, such an approach emphasizes the importance of understanding and meeting requirements; the need to consider processes in terms of added value; obtaining results of process performance & effectiveness; and continual improvement of processes, based on management’s responsibility in competitiveness environments [1]-[4].

DYVELOP (Dynamic Vector Logistics of Processes) is friendly computer assisted language for the analysis, evaluation, heuristics, modelling, simulation, scenarios and engineering of any entity’s relationships in a Blazon© on a scene (theatre). It has just a three fundamental entity’s kinds that differ in their sense, structure, character, behaviour and especially in their controlling actor’s roles [5], [7]-[9]:

- Environment (ENV©) is entity’s 1st kind, having a role of principal domain of any scene without controlling actor.
- Process System (PrS©) is entity’s 2nd kind, having a role of a transformer of inputting things to outputting new-things and its external controlling actor operates from its defined ENV.
- CASE© is entity’s 3rd kind, having a role of a complex situational set of process’ entities, requiring the purpose or action fruition in certain circumstances and conditions, according its inherent controlling actor, from of whose perspective it is initiated and composed.

DYVELOP method works with next special terms:

- Entity is it what exists, or what is possible to imagine even in human mind on any scene.
- Domains = real time, space and environments, are dominant entities absolutely independent on a controlling of human perception. Dominance is predominant aspect on the scene. Operation© represents the process chains / nets, running in dominant real time & environments, needing a work of the process factors (agents, actors, participants…). Scenario is formal record of the operations on scene & arena environments. Scene is exact specified framework of scenario entities.
- Libretto is one-sentence scenarios summary.
- Scenery represents instant perception of the scene and arena.
• Event is operational realization situation scenery. Disaster event is initial rise of crisis situation. Circumstance affects and guides event’s processes.
• Map is survey arrangement of entity’s portfolio.
• BlazonC is scenic meta-model, representing the entities’ roles, semantics and namely their relationships in pictographic mind maps, similar to relationship’s expressions in nobility blazonry.
• Interface is relative domain, symbolising (defined and demarcated) typological differences among entities.
• Situation is qualitative and quantitative manifestation of event scenery, influenced by the environments and circumstances.
• Controlling is generalized capability of complex governing of situation policy. The Policy is here goal-directed care for affairs of specific sphere.
• Controlling actor (alias CtrlngActor) [7] Controlling’s actor is an executor of controlling functions. If you are blazonry searching for real controlling actor, do you search symbol of a small “figurine” in the blazons!

The base of DYVELOP methodology consists in special very important possibility and ability - to express Semantic Relationships using Boolean algebra operators (not only some bindings, comparing to common modelling methods in flow-lines, pictures or charts – see Fig. 1).

On next Fig. 4 the common PrS is added by others PrS’s symbols typology with their external controlling actors:
• MANAGEMENT PrS (triangular symbol) – capable to have control over own situational policy by own controlling actor = STAKEHOLDER.
• LOGISTICS PrS (pentagonal symbol) – flow productivity processor’s controlling actor = Ctrl INTERFACE, qualitative changing batches x/y = z/t, going from arrow source to tip target.
• EVENT PrS (hexagonal symbol) - hybridized manifestation of operational scene PrS realization, as well as situational symptom or occurrence case with controlling actor = LAWS of NATURE.
• OPERATION PrS (hepta-& moregonal symbol) – parameterized by real time, factors and environments, it is sophisticated multiprocessor with many controlling actors = Process’ MANAGERS.

Process Cell is the smallest PrS = (blazonry “puzzle” symbol at Fig. 5) has Processor’s characteristics, but “Whole Cell’s controlling Actor = PROGRAMME” is inherent part of process cell “body” that has the both the control/ regulation hybrid behaviour of next a CASEC as the attribute of Process Cell Control Subsystem (see Fig. 6). This hybrid behaviour makes automatic function of Process Cell as the smallest autonomous automat on defined ENV XY. But this automat needs two furthers subsystems: material and information, where the roles of these both subsystems’ controlling Actors take the both the Semiproduct and the Plan. An objective of Process Cell operation is producing of tangible products and/or intangible services. But here is unrequired co-product a Waste always.
Use CASE\textsuperscript{©} (corner rounded polygonal symbol) has inscribed alphanumeric legend, which is \textit{cursive typified gerundive form} as \textit{verbal noun} ending in ‘-ing’ (that has a function of a noun and at the same time shows certain verbal features). It can be ‘camelLetter’ completed by process specification, expressing structural things always. CASE’s complex situational set of process’ entities, circumstances, conditions, environments and processors, where an output from the one often directly forms an input into another process, requiring the purpose fruition according its \textit{inherent} controlling actor – the USER, from of whose perspective the Use CASE is initiated and composed.

\textit{Activity CASE}\textsuperscript{©} (globoid symbol) has inscribed legend, which is \textit{cursive typified process verb} mostly as an infinitive with ‘to’ preposition. It can be ‘cameLetter’ completed by the attribute. It represents operational process’ function, aiming & specifying terminal or transit change of the thing, state, structure, behaviour, interaction, capability, service, relation, situation or attribute within real operation, requiring action fruition under its \textit{inherent} controlling actor – the AGENT.

III. \textbf{ADDED VALUE CONTROLLING MODEL}

The thesis „The controlling in European Critical Infrastructure Organization is also beyond numbers“, will be tested. The controlling of critical infrastructure (CI) is Added Value (VA) is possible to model by DYVELOP method, starting at Fig. 7 which is blazonry operated a meta Processor (metaPrS) representative of CI model. This CI model has 3D (3D parameters are real time/space/information) ‘funnel’ shape, aiming to PRODUCTs generation on defined ENV XYZ, operating on use case scene “Producing Value Added”. The VA production is here abstractly indicated by means of thing’s transformation rate - \( \tau \) (tau), which varies between (0; \( \pi/2 \)).

![Fig. 7 The blazon of use case “Producing Value added” in 3D funnel (metaPrS), operating on 3D ENV XYZ – model of CI](image)

The \( \tau \) represents transformational processes of the thing’s productivity in the funnel between activity cases “to do Input Batch”, having value \( a/b \), to the output with batch value \( c/d \),

Fig. 4 A typology of five PrSs types with external controlling actors

Fig. 5 The blazon of autonomous Process Cell

The CASE\textsuperscript{©} represents new DYVELOP kind with its \textit{inherent} controlling actor, from of whose perspective it is initiated and composed. So, all CASEs (symbols with rounded corners) need controlling actors, operating from the “bodies of CASEs”. All Cases typology are together with Process Cell [7] shown at Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 A typology of three types of CASEs - inherent controlling actors
according inherent controlling actor a DIRECTOR. This scene produces the VA, proportionally to $\tau$ size extent. If the $\tau \neq 0$, then this scene the batches have relation:

$$\frac{a}{b} \neq \frac{c}{d}$$

(1)

The DIRECTOR has a key user’s role in the need to consider processes in terms of added value, obtaining results of process performance & effectiveness and obtaining continual improvement of processes quality, based on objective measurement in local/ global CI environments [11].

Fig. 8 The blazon of use case “Controlling Dominance of Things change quantitative / qualitative”

Above Fig. 8 needs a rolling out step by step in live power point presentation for full comprehension, which will be performed within WASET Conference. Here just in a static “picture” of the process scene must be rolled out by following verbal way for the reading of this blazon. Here, the process scene of the critical infrastructure is enacted at use case named “Controlling Dominance” where a “Things change” can be performed by two next librettos in critical infrastructure operation.

- A) “Controlling Dominance of Things change quantitative” (left side of the Fig. 8 named “VA on Product Life Cycle ‘funnel’ model”).
- B) “Controlling Dominance of Things change qualitative” (right side of the Fig. 8. named “Logistic Flow ‘pipeline’ model”).

In the A) libretto, the $\tau$ angle (a figurine) is controlling actor, doing quantitative controlling dominance. Here, all processes are performed within use case “TransformationCONTROLLING via $\tau$”, where graphic dependence of the VA on real time (going from top to bottom) is plotted in four phases (Producing/ Distributing/ Consuming/ Recycling) of any Product Life Cycle (PLC). In this graph, five time nodal points ($t_0; t_1; t_2; t_3; t_4$) change mathematical curve trend, separating different angles ($\tau_i = \tau_1; \tau_2; \tau_3; \tau_4$) in each phase of the PLC. It express thing’s transformation rate, representing transformational processes productivity between unequalable input/output batches of each phase (e.g. in “Producing phase” $a_0/b_0 \neq c_1/d_1$). The VA $\in (0 ; 100\%)$ has dimensionless quantity, but on whole PLC is possible to find two monetary absolute quantitative values: $P_{max}$ (product price of sold out to a consumer) and $P_{min}$ (product price after its consumed by the consumer). For sustainable development of living environments in European Critical Infrastructure
Organization environments is necessary that PLCs continuity must be repeated without end, even in critical infrastructure is crisis situations and perils in whole scale from natural or manmade economic disturbance to liquidation [3], [4]. The contitivity of never-ending cycling must be ensured via business crisis continuity [10] scenarios [7], bringing adequate level of societal security (ISO/DIS 22 301-303: 2012).

Then if \( \tau \neq \theta \) and \( P_i \) (a price in certain instant time) and \( VA_i \) as a value added in certain instant time are in the equations (2) and (3), where \( VA_{\text{TRANS}} \) and \( VA_{\text{LOGIS}} \) are produced values added from transformation / logistic processes respectively (see (5)),

\[
VA_i = \frac{P_i}{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}}} \cdot 100\% \tag{2}
\]

\[
VA_i = VA_{\text{TRANS}} + VA_{\text{LOGIS}} \tag{3}
\]

then we can deduce from the graph on the use case “TransformationCONTROLLING via \( \tau \)”:

\[
tg \tau_i = \frac{dVA_{\text{TRANS}}}{dt} = VA'_{\text{TRANS}} \tag{4}
\]

i.e. that tangent of thing’s transformation rate (\( \tau \)) is equal to a derivative of first order of value added according to time! The \( \tau \) is controlling actor in this use case for critical infrastructure! [7], [8].

In the B) libretto, all processes are performed within use case “LogisticCONTROLLING viaLogisticINTERFACE”, performing qualitative controlling dominance. The controlling actor is a “Logistic INTERFACE” (horizontal line by a figurine, separating input \( x/y \) and output \( z/w \) batches in pentagonal arrow’s logistic PrS). It express thing’s qualitative change, representing logistic processes productivity between non-homogeneous, however quantitative identical values of input (source)/ output (target) batches. If \( \tau = \theta \) (see Fig. 7.), the \( VA_{\text{TRANS}} = 0 \), then use case “LogisticCONTROLLING viaLogisticINTERFACE” (see Fig. 8 with arrow’s inherent use case “Doing QualitativeChange”), then at arrow tip is for target produced just the \( VA_{\text{LOGIS}} \) in the equation

\[
VA_i = VA_{\text{LOGIS}} \tag{5}
\]

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A thesis „The Controlling in European Critical Infrastructure Organization is also beyond numbers“, was confirmed in this paper. Here the controlling is taken as a generalized capability to have control over situational policy, where controlling actor is an executor of controlling functions as quite necessary process attribute, providing for the critical infrastructure regional/ global environments the capability of fulfillment for specific Controlling Actor Requirements and Demands Engineering and profit to achieve its commitment, regarding to the effectiveness of the quality management system. The continual improvement of critical infrastructure is transformation and logistic processes overall performance and efficiency, as well as its continual planning improvement. They all are derived by the introducing of \( \tau \) value as quite new and purposeful controlling actor, which is able to qualify the need to consider processes in terms of added value! (ISO 9001, 9004: 2000, 2008) It needs the contitivity of never-ending product life cycles, being ensured via business crisis continuity scenarios, bringing adequate level of societal security.
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